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Recent research on sprites show these and other transient luminous events3

can exert a local impact on atmospheric chemistry, although with minor ef-4

fects at global scales. In particular, both modelling and remote sensing work5

suggest perturbations to the background NOx up to a few tens of percent6

can occur above active sprite-producing thunderstorms. In this study we present7

a detailed investigation of middle atmospheric NO2 MIPAS/ENVISAT satel-8

lite measurements in regions of high likelihood of sprite occurrence during9

the period August to December 2003. As a proxy of sprite activity we used10

ground based WWLLN detections of large tropospheric thunderstorms. By11

investigating the sensitivity of the analysis to the characteristics of the adopted12

strategy, we confirm the indication of sprite-induced NO2 enhancements of13

about 10% at 52 km height and tens of percent at 60 km height immediately14

after thunderstorm activity, as previously reported by Arnone et al. [2008b].15

A further analysis showed the enhancement to be dominated by the contri-16

bution from regions north of the Equator (5° N to 20° N) during the first 3017

to 40 days of the sample (i.e. the tail of Northern Hemisphere summer) and18

in coincidence with low background winds.19
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1. Introduction

Over the last two decades a whole family of upper atmosphere electrical discharges, col-20

lectively known as transient luminous events (TLEs), have been discovered and studied21

[e.g. Rodger , 1999; Füllekrug et al., 2006; Neubert et al., 2008]. TLEs are produced by22

the electrical impact of thunderstorms on the above atmosphere, which causes ionization,23

dissociation and excitation of neutral air constituents (mainly N2 and O2) and the con-24

sequent well recognisable optical emissions. In analogy with other air plasma processes,25

TLEs perturb the chemistry of the atmosphere: The possibility of significant TLE con-26

tributions to the long-term atmospheric budgets and impact on stratospheric ozone have27

recently brought forward dedicated studies on TLE chemistry.28

Transient luminous events occur in the stratosphere-mesosphere region between the29

top of thunderclouds and the lower ionosphere, the height of occurrence determining30

both their nature and the chemical impact they may exert. Above thunderclouds, the31

formation of streamers (weakly ionized plasma channels) can occur roughly up to 70 km32

height above which the dielectric relaxation timescale becomes comparable with that of33

dissociative attachment leading to diffuse emissions [Pasko et al., 1998]. TLEs such as34

blue jets [Wescott et al., 1995] and gigantic jets [Pasko et al., 2002] are streamers directly35

injected from the thundercloud top towards the ionosphere and may be considered the36

upward equivalent of cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning [Krehbiel et al., 2008]. Red sprites37

[Sentman et al., 1995; Pasko, 2007] are luminous discharges that initiate at about 70–38

80 km height, can extend downwards to 40 km as streamers and upwards to 90 km height39

as diffuse emission, and be tens of kilometres wide. Sprite halos occur as diffuse emission40
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around 70–80 km height [Barrington Leigh et al., 2001]. ELVES appear as horizontally41

expanding diffuse emission rings at the lower edge of the ionosphere [Fukunishi et al.,42

1996]. Depending on the relaxation timescales at the height of occurrence, TLEs last for43

a few hundreds of milliseconds (jets) down to milliseconds (ELVES), and are therefore44

to be considered as a transient compared to the much longer chemical and dynamical45

timescales typical of the upper atmosphere.46

Sprites are the most commonly observed kind of TLE. They are generally produced by

quasi-electrostatic electron heating induced by positive cloud-to-ground (+CG) lightning

discharges [Pasko et al., 1997]. High-speed recording show that the tendrils develop-

ing downwards from the ignition region at 70–80 km height are caused by fast moving

(≈ 107 m/s) bright streamer heads followed by an almost static afterglow in their trails

[McHarg et al., 2007]. Based on the interpretation of sprites as air plasma, four indepen-

dent studies were published in 2008 for the first time modelling the ion-neutral chemistry

in sprite streamer heads and evaluating their chemical impact on the background atmo-

sphere. Enell et al. [2008], Sentman et al. [2008] and Gordillo-Vázquez [2008] estimated

sprite-induced NOx perturbations within streamer channels to be typically of the order of

a few to a few tens of percent between 50 and 80 km height (up to hundreds of percent at

70 km height in extraordinary cases), with negligible ozone changes. Hiraki et al. [2008]

estimated orders of magnitude increases in NOx and HOx and significant ozone changes.

The different initial conditions and reaction rates adopted may account for much of these

differences. The models show that key reactions dominating the NO production in the
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height range 60–70 km are electron impact on N2

N2 + e → N + N + e (1)

with atomic N being either in its ground (4S) state or in its (2D) state, and consequent N

oxidation

N(2D) + O2 → NO + O (2)

with atomic O either in the ground or (1D) state, together with minor contributions from47

ion species in the first 1–10 s [Sentman et al., 2008]. The production of NO depends on the48

branching ratio of Eq. 1 into N(2D), while NO destruction on the branching into N(4S).49

The main reaction that could lead to reconversion of NO into N2 (N+NO→ N2+O) is50

slower than diffusion timescales so that the NO produced can be diffused away before51

being destroyed. On timescales of 102 − 103 s, NO is completely converted into NO252

through reactions with O3, O and HO2, with the final production step NO2 lasting hours53

[Hiraki et al., 2008].54

Two recent observational studies investigated sprite-induced chemical changes using55

middle atmosphere satellite measurements. Arnone et al. [2008b, hereafter paper I] found56

a probable sprite-induced NO2 perturbation of 10% at 52 km height and of tens of percent57

at 60 km height in coincidence of active thunderstorms, and no evident sprite global58

impact. Using a climatological approach, the multi-year study by Rodger et al. [2008]59

concluded that sprites and other TLEs occurring below 70 km altitude do not exert a60

significant impact on the neutral chemistry at a global scale. Even though paper I made61

use of first-order backward trajectories to locally account for transport by winds, neither62

of the studies modelled the effect of overall transport in their global approaches so that63
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a TLE-component in the global zonally averaged NOx may still exist. The height of64

occurrence of TLEs covers the stratospheric ozone layer which is regulated by the NOx65

and OHx families, and acts as driver of the upper atmosphere together with momentum66

deposition by wave breaking [see e.g. Brasseur and Solomon, 2005]. Even though not67

directly impacting the radiative/dynamics balance of the upper atmosphere, TLE-NOx68

production should be compared to known sources due to oxidation of tropospheric N2O69

and energetic particle precipitation [e.g. Callis et al., 2002; Funke et al., 2005a] since a70

large fraction of middle atmospheric air is processed by TLEs over the years.71

The merging of the modelled chemical impact within streamers and the observed re-72

gional impact into a consistent overall scenario is to date prevented by the lack of multi-73

scale multi-streamer modelling, although a few example of order of magnitude comparisons74

have been attempted by Enell et al. [2008]; Hiraki et al. [2008]. With the aim of better75

constraining the characteristics of sprite-induced chemical changes, we further analysed76

the data used in paper I, and present in this study the details of the dependency of the77

results on geolocation, time and adopted parameters. The investigation was based on78

measurements of nighttime NO2 from the Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmo-79

spheric Sounding (MIPAS) retrieved with a 2-dimensional tomographic approach, so as to80

enhance the sensitivity of detecting small variations. Regions with high likelihood of sprite81

occurrence were identified using measurements from the World Wide Lightning Location82

Network (WWLLN) lightning detection network. We describe the data we analysed in83

Section 2 and the adopted methodology in Section 3. Results are discussed in Section84
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4, together with an analysis of the sensitivity of the results on geolocation, time, and85

adopted parameters. Conclusions are given in Section 5.86

2. Data

2.1. Measurements of middle atmospheric NO2

We used NO2 measurements from the MIPAS [Fischer et al., 2008] instrument on board87

the European Space Agency (ESA) ENVIronmental SATellite (ENVISAT). MIPAS is a88

limb-scanning Fourier Transform spectrometer recording emission of the atmosphere in89

the mid-infrared (680 to 2410 cm−1). The spectra analyzed in this work were taken90

with spectral resolution of 0.035 cm−1 FWHM, unapodized. Global coverage is assured91

by 14.3 daily quasi-polar orbits, running at 10:00 am and 10:00 pm local time. In the92

adopted observation mode one orbit consists of 72 backward-looking limb-scans, each scan93

recording 17 observation geometries with tangent altitudes between 6 and 68 km. The94

instantaneous field of view (IFOV) of MIPAS is about 3 km in height at tangent point95

and 30 km wide (i.e. along longitude). In latitude, along the line of sight crossing the96

atmosphere below 80 km, the IFOV footprint is about 1200 km at 52 km height, and97

500 km at 60 km height.98

NO2 was retrieved adopting the Geo-fit Multi-Target Retrieval (GMTR) algorithm [Car-99

lotti et al., 2006] version 1.03 with no optimal estimation or regularization. NO2 was100

obtained at the end of a retrieval cascade then exploiting the atmospheric fields previ-101

ously derived for all atmospheric main targets. A multi-target retrieval was operated for102

pressure, temperature, water vapour and ozone. Unlike common 1-dimensional meth-103

ods, GMTR performs a 2-dimensional tomographic retrieval of a whole orbit that makes104
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it possible to model the horizontal inhomogeneity of the atmosphere. The GMTR ap-105

proach can resolve horizontal structures (as expected crossing a region of sprite-induced106

NO2 enhancements) by fitting simultaneously all lines of sight that cross the target re-107

gions recorded during successive satellite scans [Carlotti et al., 2001], in contrast with108

1-dimensional retrievals that assume horizontal homogeneity of the atmosphere. Because109

of the 2-dimensional discretization of the atmosphere adopted by the GMTR, the geo-110

metrical heights of the retrieval are fixed for all measurements. This retrieval method111

provided random errors for NO2 of about 0.5 ppbv (about 5%) in volume mixing ratio112

(VMR) at 52 km. Systematic errors on NO2 are about 20% at 52 km. However, the use of113

NO2 anomalies (i.e. ∆NO2 = NO2− < NO2 >) we made in this study makes our results114

dependent on random errors but not on systematic errors.115

Even though NO is the main expected sprite production, we used nighttime NO2 as a116

proxy of NOx: In fact, at night NO is converted into NO2 within minutes and perturba-117

tions to its concentration are expected to last hours in the absence of solar radiation [see118

Hiraki et al., 2008]. Moreover, middle atmospheric NO is strongly affected by non-local119

thermodynamic equilibrium (non-LTE), i.e. deviation of rotational and vibrational tem-120

peratures from the kinetic temperature [see Funke et al., 2005b, and references therein],121

a deviation which is not modelled in the GMTR algorithm. Furthermore, non-LTE is the122

dominant component of the systematic error affecting NO2 above 50–60 km height, caus-123

ing underestimation of the retrieved NO2 by up to 30% [Funke et al., 2005b]. Non-LTE124

is not considered also by the aforementioned sprite-streamer models, although it could125

be important since the integrated brightness of non-LTE afterglow emissions in the sprite126
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trails may even exceed that modelled in streamer heads [Sentman et al., 2008]. If, on127

the one hand, non-LTE deviations can be accounted for as a moderate underestimation128

in the retrieval of the overall NO2 observed minutes after the events, on the other hand129

non-LTE will have to be considered when attempting to fully model the chemical impact130

of sprites and in order to find direct evidence of sprite emissions. See section 4.4 for131

further discussion.132

2.2. Localization of thunderstorm activity

As a proxy of sprite occurrence we used thunderstorm activity localized through light-133

ning detections from the WWLLN [Rodger et al., 2006, and references therein]. Thunder-134

storm activity is mainly confined within the tropics, over the continents and continental135

coasts [see e.g. Williams , 1992; Christian et al., 2003], with hot spots of very high lightning136

occurrence over South America, Central Africa and South East Asia. The first global TLE137

occurrence distribution from the ISUAL satellite [Chen et al., 2008] shows that sprites and138

gigantic jets tend only partly to follow these chimneys, displaying hot spots of high occur-139

rence also over the Japan Sea and West Atlantic Ocean, consistently with thunderstorm140

activity transported by wind [Christian et al., 2003] over the sea where the likelihood of141

+CG occurrence is higher.142

The WWLLN network exploits the electromagnetic power radiated into the very low143

frequency radio band (3–30kHz) by strong lightning discharges. These radio pulses can be144

detected thousands of kilometres from the source. The current (December 2008) config-145

uration of 32 stations allows close to global coverage, with discharge location and timing146

provided through combining observations from at least 4 receiving stations. At this stage147
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WWLLN detects only a few percent of the lightning strokes globally, corresponding to148

those with the largest peak currents. Even though a direct correlation with sprites would149

require information about the polarity and the charge moment of the lightning discharges,150

the adopted proxy is able to identify regions with active thunderstorms, and thus with151

high likelihood of sprite activity. In fact, WWLLN was shown to detect nearly all lightning152

producing storms [Jacobson et al., 2006]. For the time period of our MIPAS-WWLLN153

comparison, WWLLN consisted of 11 stations, with a global detection efficiency of 1%154

which was strongly biased towards South East Asia and Northern Australia, and away155

from the strong chimney regions in central Africa and the Americas.156

Additional information on the location of sprite-producing thunderstorms may be found157

inspecting cloud-top temperatures in IR images [see e.g. São Sabbas and Sentman, 2003],158

so as to reduce the number of spurious correlations included in the current study. The159

use of Extremely Low Frequency (ELF) radio data to obtain information on the polarity160

of the lightning strokes is also foreseen, although the poor spatial accuracy of ELF makes161

their use in a global study of one-to-one correlations very difficult.162

It should be noted that the use of 10:00 pm NO2 measurements is not ideal considering163

sprites typically occur at the late stages of thunderstorms [Lyons , 2006] which may be164

delayed well into the night. However, outside e.g. the U.S. High Plains hot spot not165

treated in this analysis, sprites are indeed detected also in the period from sunset to 10:00166

pm [see e.g. the EuroSprite campaign 2008 – http://www.eurosprite.net]. The 10:00 pm167

measurement time should be considered in extrapolating the results of this study to global168

properties since different parts of the globe may have a different sprite occurrence peak-169
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time. A similar bias induced by the time of measurement affects also satellite imaging170

detections [see e.g. ISUAL – Chen et al., 2008, observing at 10:30 to 11:20 pm].171

3. Methodology and Data Analysis

The correlation between MIPAS/GMTR nighttime NO2 and WWLLN lightning detec-172

tions was studied in the period August to December 2003, for which both datasets were173

available and of sufficient quality. We correlated MIPAS measurements and intense light-174

ning activity by integrating the number of WWLLN lightning strokes recorded within a175

coincidence window. The window was shaped according to the MIPAS IFOV footprint and176

located around the geolocation of the NO2 measurement; we adopted a 30 km×500 km177

and a 60 km×500 km footprint, the latter being twice as wide along longitude as the178

actual MIPAS IFOV. A series of time-intervals were adopted for the coincidence window,179

ranging from 10 to 120 minutes prior to the NO2 observation. A NO2 measurement was180

considered in coincidence with intense thunderstorm activity (and thus high likelihood of181

sprite activity) if the integrated number of WWLLN lightning strokes passed a threshold182

events per coincidence window. The threshold was varied from 1 to 50.183

A series of combinations of sizes, time-intervals of the window, and lightning flash184

thresholds were investigated leading to an optimized reference scenario of 60 km×500 km,185

60 minutes and 10 WWLLN detected lightning flashes (details are given in Sec. 4).186

Because of the low statistics considered in studying individual bands, transport due to187

horizontal winds was accounted for by adopting the larger size of the coincidence shape188

(60 km wide) rather than introducing backward trajectories. Therefore, all coincidences189

should be considered as a “static” correlation (i.e. the coincidence window is not moved190
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during the integration time – see paper I for details). Given the 1% WWLLN efficiency,191

the adoption of a threshold of 10 WWLLN detections implies that we are considering only192

regions of very intense lightning activity, roughly of the order of 1,000 lightning strokes193

per hour. We adopt the label WWLLN-NO2 for the NO2 measurements that fall within194

the coincidence window with WWLLN measurements, so as to distinguish them from195

background NO2 (i.e. all available nighttime NO2 measurements). The reader should196

note that since we have information only about where lightning occurred through the197

patchy 2003 WWLLN observations (and not about where lightning did not occur) we198

cannot discriminate clear sky background NO2 and thus consider conservatively all avail-199

able measurements (including WWLLN-NO2) as background NO2. This is a reasonable200

approach since generally any thunderstorm generated effect will average out over the many201

more clear sky observations.202

In order to minimize the effects of the strong latitude variations observed in the distri-203

bution of NO2, we considered NO2 measurements over narrow latitude bands of 5° (MI-204

PAS latitudinal resolution). The time series of MIPAS NO2 measurements within each205

selected band were detrended using a 100-satellite-passes running mean, which roughly206

corresponds to a one-week-smoothed trend. The detrending process removed the depen-207

dency on the systematic errors affecting the retrieved absolute values and the seasonal208

variations of NO2. The NO2 measurements were then studied as anomalies (∆NO2), i.e.209

differences with respect to the running mean. We define as positive (negative) the ∆NO2210

above (below) zero, i.e. NO2 measurements larger (smaller) than the local background.211

4. Results and Discussion
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In paper I, NO2 anomalies calculated over individual bands were joined into an overall212

distribution in order to have larger statistics and enhance our capability of detecting any213

possible deviation of WWLLN-NO2 compared to background NO2. The distribution of214

local WWLLN-NO2 anomalies showed a perturbation of about 10% at 52 km and tens of215

percent at 60 km height compared to the distribution of background anomalies.216

In order to trace back the regions that provide the dominant contribution to the pertur-217

bation of the overall distribution reported in paper I, in this study we analyzed individual218

5° latitude bands and the relationship between individual measurements and relevant219

parameters.220

Constraints to the MIPAS NO2 measurements that can be used during the analyzed221

period are imposed by the strong seasonal variability of NO2 and by the seasonal changes222

of mid-atmospheric wind jets. In the time period considered, seasonal changes and shorter223

term variability of NO2 at mid to high latitude exceeds a factor of 10 especially due to224

downward transport of mesospheric air in the winter hemispheres and during the Oc-225

tober 2003 Halloween solar proton and electron precipitation events [e.g. Funke et al.,226

2005a; Seppälä et al., 2007], thus making possible tens-of-percent sprite perturbations227

undetectable. These constraints are visible in the zonal mean VMRs of NO2 in August228

and November 2003 shown in Figure 1. On the other hand, strong zonal winds of up to229

100 m/s affected the middle atmosphere south of about 30° S up to day 280 of 2003, and230

north of about 30° N after day 300 of 2003 (see Figure 2 for average zonal winds from231

the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts - ECMWF). Even adopting232

backward trajectories to account for zonal transport induced by zonal winds, at these233
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high wind speed it would be impossible to perform any meaningful correlation between234

sprite emitted NO2 and observed NO2 at the time of measurement: after only 30 minutes,235

emitted sprite-NO2 would be displaced by 180 km, i.e. 6 times MIPAS IFOV footprint236

along longitude and along random local trajectories.237

Focusing on the tropics, the expectation is of high lightning/high sprite activity regions,238

although at the cost of excluding for example the United States where a large number of239

sprite-producing thunderstorms are known to occur [see e.g. the large sprite-producing240

thunderstorms over the U.S. High Plains reported by Lyons , 2006]. The height of 52 km241

was chosen as best compromise between any possible sprite signature (above 50 km height)242

and the quality of MIPAS data (which degrades above 60 km height). As shown in Figure243

1, the selected height/latitude region (52–60 km height and -30 to 20° latitude) has on244

average low values of NO2 so that perturbations can be easily detected.245

Figure 3 reproduced from paper I shows the global distribution of NO2 at 52 km altitude246

in the period August to December 2003 (panel a) and WWLLN lightning detections over247

the same period (panel b). There is no evidence in the figure (or over shorter time periods,248

not shown) of a correlation of the time-average NO2 with high lightning activity, e.g. over249

land and/or in correspondence of the overall WWLLN detections. This is consistent250

with the findings of Rodger et al. [2008]. Red dots in Figure 3 indicates the location of251

WWLLN-NO2 that are discussed over individual latitude bands in the following section.252

4.1. NO2 Anomalies Over Narrow Latitude Bands

Figure 4 shows the results of the analysis performed for nighttime NO2 at 52 km253

over 5° latitude bands adopting the reference scenario, i.e. a coincidence window with254
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a 60 km×500 km footprint, 60 minutes period and 10 lightning flashes threshold (see Sec.255

3). Panels in the left column report the time series of background nighttime ∆NO2 (black)256

over the four latitude bands that had sufficient coincidences, i.e. 15° N – 20° N, 5° N – 10°257

N, Equator – 5° N, and 5° S – Equator (top to bottom). The further bands down to 30° S258

– 25° S, as well as the band 10° N – 15° N, led to only up to three coincidences each and259

are thus not shown. Superimposed coloured squares indicate WWLLN-NO2 coincidences:260

positive ∆NO2 are marked in red and negative ∆NO2 in blue. The second panel from261

the top of the figure corresponds to the case reported in Figure 2 of paper I (note that a262

refinement in the data filtering led to minor changes).263

The time series of background ∆NO2 consists of all available MIPAS measurements264

over individual latitude bands, consistently counting between 1230 and 1556 MIPAS mea-265

surements. Given the strict selection criteria adopted, background conditions in NO2 are266

homogeneous, with average absolute values (not shown) around 10 ppbv and standard267

deviation about the running mean of 1.5 to 2.2 ppbv depending on the latitude band.268

Random errors on a single measurement are about 0.5 ppbv (5%). The homogeneity of269

background conditions is evident from the distribution of background ∆NO2 (black) re-270

ported in the right column of Figure 4, each corresponding to the respective latitude band271

in the left column. The need for the latitude constraints (30° S – 20° N) imposed by the272

high NO2 variability is visible as a tendency of increasing scatter occurring after day 300273

of the northern bands and over the first weeks in the southern bands (not shown).274

Unfortunately, the WWLLN-NO2 coincidences are not homogeneously distributed, with275

only 4 latitude bands having more than 10 WWLLN-NO2 (bands 15° N – 20° N, 5° N – 10°276
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N, Equator – 5° N and 5° S – Equator, Figure 4 top to bottom, having respectively 10, 15,277

15 and 14 WWLLN-NO2) in the reference scenario. The distributions of the WWLLN-278

∆NO2 within these bands have a standard deviation between 1.2 and 1.6 ppbv. The279

northern two of these bands (panel 1 and panel 2 of the figure) have a mean value of +0.7280

and +0.7 ppbv compared to those of the background (or median +0.8 and +0.9 compared281

to that of the background) which correspond to a shift of the distribution towards higher282

NO2 values. The other two bands have a slightly negative or no shift (−0.3 and 0.0 ppbv283

, panels 3 and 4 from the top). A bootstrap [Efron, 1979] statistical analysis showed that284

the risk of coincidence of the WWLLN-NO2 and background NO2 is non significant for285

the two positive displacements. The difference is thus statistically significant for the first286

and second panel, while it is insignificant for the other two.287

All other latitude bands have 4 or less WWLLN-NO2 and are thus statistically mean-288

ingless on their own. However, all anomalies were included in the subsequent analysis289

when discussing the dependence of all individual measurements on relevant parameters.290

4.2. Discrimination of WWLLN-NO2 against geo-location and time

The ∆NO2 timeseries of Figure 4 show that the northern bands (top panels) have a large291

majority of positive WWLLN-∆NO2 during about the first 6 weeks. This suggests the292

existence of a dependency of WWLLN-∆NO2 on geolocation and time. Figure 5 shows293

the distribution of WWLLN-∆NO2 versus latitude, longitude, time and lightning flash294

rate (top to bottom panels). The latter is discussed in the next section.295

Positive WWLLN-∆NO2 do not show a clear correlation with latitude or longitude,296

although anomalies over northern bands confirm to have more positives (red squares)297
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than negative (blue squares) values. The strongest selection appears to happen over time298

(third panel from the top): here 40 to 50 days (roughly up to day 270, 2003) are clearly299

dominated by positive ∆NO2 (red dots) which in turn were identified to be in the northern300

bands. Comparing this selection with background zonal winds shown in Figure 2, these301

anomalies overlap with a period of lower wind speeds (typically less than 20 m/s): this is302

to be expected since slower transport and longer times of persistence of sprite-produced303

NO2 above the location of emission makes MIPAS observations of actual sprite NO2 more304

feasible. A further analysis of NO2 anomalies and ECMWF data did not lead to a clear305

correlation between positive WWLLN-NO2 and low winds over the whole dataset. A306

slight improvement was found in paper I by adopting backward trajectories based on307

ECMWF winds. However, if the correlation suggested in paper I exists, this is not strong308

enough to be statistically tested: the more likely higher-than-background values of the309

WWLLN-NO2 over these regions is thus due also to larger local production rather than310

only to slower background winds.311

WWLLN-NO2 anomalies were also tested against biases introduced by the parameters312

of our analysis: we found no evidence of any significant correlation with the parameters313

of the retrieval (e.g. pressure, temperature, uncertainties). Only a very weak correlation314

with the retrieved water vapour at 52 km height was found and will be further investigated315

with a new extended MIPAS/GMTR dataset that has become available (the MIPAS2D316

database – http://www.mbf.fci.unibo.it/mipas2d.html).317

4.3. Sensitivity to coincidence window and lightning count threshold
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A number of tests were performed to analyse the sensitivity of the calculated WWLLN-318

∆NO2 to the size of the coincidence window, time-interval and lightning threshold. The319

results showed consistency within a range of values of the adopted parameters. Increasing320

the coincidence window above a certain limit (roughly when counting more than twice as321

many coincidences as in the reference scenario), the WWLLN-NO2 distribution tended322

to overlap with the background distribution (as expected). This was the case also with323

lowering the threshold on lightning to 1 WWLLN count. We also found that by adjusting324

the three parameters we could always find a range of parameter values that led to the same325

shape/size of the observed NO2 enhancement so to wave any possibility of randomness in326

the obtained results.327

The correlation between WWLLN-NO2 and lightning activity is shown in the bottom328

panel of Figure 5. Unexpectedly, in regions of very high WWLLN lightning strokes count329

(> 50 counts) the WWLLN-NO2 is not dominated by positive anomalies and thus by330

enhancements in NO2. This implies that even over extremely active regions, we cannot331

assume a direct correlation between high lightning activity (thus high likelihood of sprite332

activity) and high NO2 on individual measurements, although a correlation exists over333

the overall sample. Further refinements to the adopted thunderstorm proxy are needed.334

Finally, with all adopted scenarios we tested, the count of positive anomalies was always335

larger than the count of negative anomalies, further confirming a bias of WWLLN-NO2336

towards values higher than the background.337

4.4. Non-physical NO2 values
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In our dataset a number of NO2 values were discarded because of unphysically high338

values and associated errors. A further possible sprite signature may be found considering339

these anomalous values that the instrument may record in coincidence with very sharp340

NO2 gradients that could be caused by TLEs. If the sprite-produced NO2 VMR in one341

region deviated substantially from the values in adjacent regions or TLE induced non-342

LTE deviations, the spectral fit may be very poor or the retrieval may fail returning343

non-physical NO2 values.344

We thus analysed the outliers and rejected data of the sample used in the investigation345

described above. We found that the number of NO2 measurements rejected by our retrieval346

was about 1% of all available measurements in the range considered. Once the sample347

was restricted to MIPAS measurements in coincidence with intense lightning activity, the348

rejection rate rose to about 4%. Although the numbers considered are very small, we may349

be rejecting some measurements in coincidence with the strongest TLE activity.350

The possibility of a failure of the retrieval in coincidence with sharp local gradients can351

be rejected because of the adoption of the GMTR 2-dimensional retrieval: The adopted re-352

trieval algorithm was shown to reproduce well sharp changes in NO2 e.g. at the day-night353

terminator [see Carlotti et al., 2006]. The retrieval failure may thus be due to temporary354

loss of local thermodynamic equilibrium with departure of vibrational or rotation temper-355

atures from the kinetic temperature. In these cases, the retrieved absolute VMR values356

may become meaningless, however the time and geolocation of these measurements may357

be used as indicator of anomalous processes such as TLEs.358
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As a first attempt to identifying sprite-induced non-LTE emissions, we investigated the359

possible presence of enhanced radiation in the 4.3 µm CO2 line caused by the expected360

transfer of vibrational energy as discussed by Picard et al. [1997]. An enhancement of non-361

LTE emissions unexpected during nighttime would imply a direct measurement of sprite362

activity. We found no evidence of any such enhancements, mainly due to saturation of363

the 4.3 µm CO2 line and thus its limited sensitivity to small radiation enhancements. It364

should also be noted that the expected emission has timescales of 5 to 7 minutes, which365

would require exact time coincidence between satellite measurement and sprite occurrence,366

rather than the much more likely detection of the long persistent NO2 perturbations as367

performed in this study.368

4.5. Comparing models and observations

A comparison between model NOx production within the streamer channel and satel-369

lite observations requires coupled sprite multi-streamer chemistry and chemical transport370

modelling to date unavailable. A first order attempt at expanding from the sprite-streamer371

NOx perturbation to local and global atmospheric scale was performed by Enell et al.372

[2008]. They suggested that during extremely intense sprite-producing thunderstorms373

(hundreds of sprites per hour), sprite-streamers might fill the whole volume above the374

thunderstorm so that the modelled streamer NOx enhancements could be applied to the375

whole region. Based on their maximum production scenario, local perturbations would376

then range between a few to a few tens of percent above typical sprite-producing thunder-377

storms, and up to a few hundred of percent over extremely active ones, but with negligible378

global impact. Adopting these or their lower typical NO production estimates, the overall379
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global production of NOx is two to three orders of magnitude lower than other sources380

of NOx in the stratosphere-mesosphere, namely oxidation of N2O injected from the tro-381

posphere, solar particle precipitation and galactic cosmic rays [see Enell et al., 2008, for382

details]. If, on the other hand, one adopted the much larger [Hiraki et al., 2008] estimates,383

sprites would become a significant component in the NOx total budget.384

The observational results we discussed suggest that higher-than-background NO2 val-385

ues in coincidence with thunderstorm activity are not as uncommon as the extraordinary386

cases discussed in Enell et al. [2008], pointing out to lower dilution or higher production387

than their standard case and thus to results closer to Hiraki et al. [2008]. Moreover, sprite388

activity after the time of MIPAS observations is expected to be stronger, so that our esti-389

mates might be a lower limit. However, due to the large unknowns present in performing390

such operations, most notably the filling factor [Enell et al., 2008], i.e. the volume of a391

sprite which is actually filled by streamers, and the actual distribution of sprite-producing392

thunderstorms, constraints from the observations fail in clearly determining the correct393

estimates: even though Hiraki et al. [2008] estimates are much larger, they can be rec-394

onciled assuming different dilution factors. Moreover, our results are in line with both395

studies in showing an increasing magnitude of the perturbation (in percent) with height396

as we found between 50 and 60 km height.397

Considering both the modelling and our results, the expected production above thun-398

derstorms can be significant. The lack of global signature we found on a 4 months-average399

(see Figure 3 consistently with the results by Rodger et al. [2008] show that TLE are not400

the major source of NOx, but this may be misleading because of the efficiency of zonal401
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transport which can have timescales as short as days. This was pointed out by Neubert402

et al. [2008, , chapter 10] using a first order simulation in a transport model. Thus also403

a large contribution to the zonally averaged background NOx cannot be ruled out as404

yet. Because of the modelled much smaller impact on ozone, direct perturbations to the405

radiative-dynamics equilibrium of the upper atmosphere can be ruled out. This was also406

discussed by Arnone et al. [2008a] with a calculation of the maximum temperature change407

induced by expected maximum ozone changes of the order of one percent: in the unreal-408

istic case of total absence of transport, they calculated a maximum temperature change409

of 0.3 K within the ozone-perturbed air localised above extraordinary sprite-producing410

thunderstorms, an impact which reduces to 0.015 K in typical cases, i.e. much smaller411

than natural variability.412

It should be pointed out that given the relatively limited number of coincidences we413

found and the peculiarity of the NO2 measurement at 10:00 pm which disregard a large414

fraction of sprites, extrapolations to global properties should be done with caution.415

5. Conclusions

Sprite-induced NOx signatures were investigated by studying nighttime satellite mea-416

surements of NO2 at 50–60 km height in coincidence with thunderstorm activity. Sensi-417

tivity tests showed that the local enhancement in NO2 of about +10% at 52 km height418

and tens of percent at 60 km height in coincidence with intense lightning activity found419

in paper I is robust. The observational dataset was further investigated to trace back the420

regions and time periods giving the largest contribution.421
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Most of the higher-than-background NO2 values in coincidence with thunderstorm ac-422

tivity are located north of the Equator and roughly during the first 6 weeks of our sample:423

this implies that the largest contribution to the observed enhancement is given by regions424

in late summer. Unfortunately, given the high variability of background NO2 at mid lat-425

itudes it was not possible to study the possible seasonal asymmetry between the summer426

and winter hemisphere. Moreover, the bias in the 2003 WWLLN detection efficiency and427

the different land/ocean ratio between the Northern and Southern Hemisphere may be428

favouring the coincidences of MIPAS observations with WWLLN lightning detections in429

the Northern Hemisphere.430

Support to our finding comes also from the low sensitivity of the enhancement to the431

adopted coincidence windows. All tested scenarios returned a higher fraction of positive432

NO2 anomalies in coincidence with regions of high likelihood of sprite activity compared433

to negative anomalies. At a first order level, it appears that NOx enhancements are con-434

sistent with higher lightning activity (and possibly high sprite activity) in the summer435

tropics. These observational estimates indicate that sprite perturbations to middle at-436

mospheric NO2 may be not inconsistent with the minimum dilution/extraordinary case437

scenarios discussed by Enell et al. [2008], thus suggesting very intense sprites-producing438

thunderstorms may be more frequent or have a larger local impact compared to their439

typical scenario. However, a more extended dataset is needed to further these first obser-440

vations.441

The availability of new MIPAS observations, the improvement of WWLLN detection442

efficiency after 2003 and use of cloud-top temperatures, and future dedicated missions443
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such as the ASIM are expected to better define the distribution of sprite activity and that444

of sprite-induced perturbations, thus enhancing the possibility of finding coincidences445

between sprite-active regions and satellite measurements of NOx. Given the crucial role446

of HOx and NOx in ozone chemistry, TLE contributions need to be better defined. The447

understanding of TLE-induced changes to the chemistry of the middle atmosphere may448

lead to using TLEs as a tool for investigating the properties of the hardly accessible middle449

atmosphere itself, thus supporting the need for further investigations.450
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Figure 1. Monthly zonal mean nighttime NO2 from MIPAS/GMTR for August (left)

and November 2003 (right).

Figure 2. ECMWF daily mean zonal winds at 0.80 hPa (approximately 50 km height)

for the period considered in the analysis. The time axis is in days of 2003. Squares

indicate WWLLN-NO2 coincidences, having a positive (white) or negative (black) NO2

anomaly. See Section 4.1 for details.
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Figure 3. Mean nighttime NO2 at 52 km height by MIPAS (a) and WWLLN lightning

activity (b: black = detections between 21 and 22 local time; red = WWLLN-MIPAS

coincidences) for the period August to December 2003. From Arnone et al. [2008b].
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Figure 4. Left column – time series of MIPAS nighttime ∆NO2 (black = background

∆NO2, coloured = ∆NO2 in coincidence with WWLLN lightning activity – WWLLN-NO2,

red for ∆ > 0 and blue for ∆ < 0) within 5° latitude bands and at 52 km height. The panels

correspond to latitude bands from 20° N–15° N, 10° N–5° N, 5° N–Equator and Equator–

5° (top to bottom). Right column – time-integrated distribution of ∆NO2 corresponding

to the respective panel in the left column (black = background NO2 anomalies, red =

WWLLN-∆NO2 > 0, blue = WWLLN-∆NO2 < 0).
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Figure 5. Sensitivity of the absolute value of WWLLN-NO2 selected in the study to

latitude, longitude, time and WWLLN lightning counts in the coincidence window (top

to bottom). Red squares indicate positive anomalies and blue squares negative ones. See

text for details.
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